Area 2 Additional approved non-sequence lower-division science course

ENVS 298 (Bothun) Environmental Accountability and Data Visualization (CRN 17339)

Area 3A Upper Division Natural Science

BI 359 (Streisfeld) Plant Biology (CRN 16693)

GEOL 304 (Miles) Fossil Record >3 (CRN 17032) [WEB]**

GEOL 307 (Orr) Oceanography >3 (CRN 17031) [WEB]**

GEOL 308 (Miles) Oregon and Pacific NW (CRN 17030) [WEB]**

Area 3B

Social Science Elective

ANTH 431 (Gallagher) Plants and People (CRN 17241) – Formerly ANTH 410 Plants and People, it is now on the verge of being regularized so the number has changed.

SOC 442 (Clement) Top Sustainable Cities (CRN 17101)

Policy Elective

PS 471 (Davidson) Intergenerational Justice (CRN 16394)

Humanities Elective

FLR 320 (Sayre) Car Cultures (CRN 17255)

Notes

**Only one GEOL 30X class may count towards ENVS/ESCI major requirements